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Let us recall the formal strategy for the proof of the main result in the case E = Qp.
We write C for the completion of an algebraic closure of Qp. One shows the existence of
an perfectoid space U1 over C such that its tilt U b is also the tilt of Y ad ⊗ Qcyc

p , where
Qcyc

p denotes the completion of the Qp(µp∞) while Y ad denotes the adic space such that
Xad = Y ad/ϕZ gives the adic space attached to the (schematic) Fargues-Fontaine curve X.
By Scholze’s tilting equivalence this induces equivalences of the corresponding categories of
finite étale covers

(U)fét ∼= (U b)fét ∼= (Y ad
Cb,Qp

⊗Qcyc
p )fét

which in turn induces equivalences

(U/pZ)fét ∼= (U b/pZ)fét ∼= (Xad
Cb,Qp

⊗Qcyc
p )fét ∼= (Qcyc

p )fét

by dividing out the compatible action of p and ϕ, respectively. The last equivalence follows
by the fact that X (and hence Xad by a GAGA principle) is geometrically simply connected.
This equivalence turns out to be compatible with a common Z×p = G(Qp(µp∞)/Qp)-action
and hence - using the theory of field of norms - induces an equivalence

(Z)fét ∼= (Qp)fét

where Z = U/Q×p is the desired object (which only exists as a sheaf on the category of
perfectoid spaces over C endowed with the pro-étale topology) which is isomorphic to the
diamond (D̃∗C)�/Q×p in the language of Scholze, see [SchLec, §17].

The strategy pursued in [Wei] differs slightly from the above in that the Fargues-Fontaine
curve in characteristic 0 can be completely avoided by using the following equivalences

(U b/pZ)fét ∼= (Xad
Cb,L(Qp) ⊗Qcyc,b

p )fét ∼= (Qcyc,b
p )fét ∼= (Qcyc

p )fét

and the classification of vector bundles on Xad
Cb,L(Qp)

by Hartl/Pink. Here L(Qp) denotes the

imperfect field of norms attached to the extension Qp(µp∞)/Qp and the last equivalence is
again the tilting equivalence.

1U is the ’perfectoid cover’ lim←−x 7→(1+x)p−1
D∗C of the punctured open unit disc DC centered at 0, the latter

considered as rigid analytic space over C, as in the introduction of [Wei].
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We aim to have 23 talks, each 60 minutes, from Monday to Thursday 5 talks per day, on
Friday only 3 talks. Thematically they are grouped according to the following topics:

AS I-III Adic spaces Wedhorn
explain basics of the theory of adic spaces, cover at least [Sch1, §2], compare also [SchLec,
2-5]; explain étale morphisms of adic spaces, discuss the rigid open disc as adic generic
fibre [Wei, 3.1.4], see also [SchLec, 5.4].

PF Perfectoid fields Wulkau
explain [Sch1, §3,4], compare also [SchLec, 6].

PA I,II Perfectoid algebras Große-Klönne and Schmidt
explain [Sch1, §5], compare also [SchLec, 6].

PS I,II Perfectoid Spaces Bornmann and Feldmann
explain [Sch1, §6], compare also [SchLec, 7].

PS III Perfectoid Spaces Schneider
discuss perfectoid generic fibres [Wei, §3.2] as well as the example lim←−x7→(1+x)p−1

D∗C
[SchLec, 11.1.4] and its tilt.

TE Tilting equivalence for the étale sites Chen
explain [Sch1, §7.1-7.12], compare also [SchLec, 7.3-7.5].

FF I-IV The Fargues-Fontaine curve XF,E and its adic version Xad
F,E Heidelberg group

assume always F algebraically closed. Explain [Durham, 1-5], [F, 1-2], compare also
[SchLec, 13.5].

VB I-III Vector bundles on XF,E Heidelberg group
assume always F algebraically closed. Explain [Durham, 6.1-6.3], [F, 3.1,3.2], compare
also [FF, §2-3,§12].

GAGA GAGA for XF,E to Xad
F,E Venjakob

explain [Durham, 7.5,7.6], [F, 3.3], compare also [SchLec, Thm. 13.5.6]; mention that al-
ternatively one can classify the vector bundles onXad

Cb,L(Qp)
directly following Hartl/Pink,

see [Wei, §3.7].

SC XF,E and Xad
F,E are geometrically simply connected Görtz

explain [FF, §18], [Wei, Lem. 3.8.2], see also the technique of proof of Proposition 3.8.3
in (loc. cit.) as well as [SchLec, Thm. 13.5.7]. Also explain, for an adic space Z over E,
the equivalence of the following conditions:

• Z ⊗E
ˆ̄E is simply connected,

• Zfét
∼= spec(E)fét.

E I,II Etale fundamental group and pro-étale topology Kohlhaase and Witte
recall the definition of the fundamental group, e.g. from [Milne, I §5], explain [Sch2,
§3,§4.3-4.8], compare also [SchLec, 7.5,8.2].
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MR I,II Main result Mihatsch and Hellmann
determine first the tilts of Y ad and Xad according to [Wei, §3.4,3.5], then explain [Wei,
§4], compare also [SchLec, 17.3.6,§18].

The schedule is planned as follows:

Mo Tu We Th Fr

AS I AS III PS II VB II SC

PF PA II FF IV E I MR I

AS II FF II PS III VB III MR II

PA I PS I VB I GAGA

FF I FF III TE E II
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